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By Mark Lowery

Templar Publishing, United Kingdom, 2017. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand
New Book. Mark Lowery is far too funny - Jonathan Meres, author of THE WORLD OF NORMRoman
endures a royal visit and a school fashion show - in a jumper knitted by his Grandma . . .Grandma
has come to stay for the royal visit by Princess Lucy to launch her new badger charity, Badges for
Badgers . Which would be fine, if she hadn t knitted Roman the crummiest jumper (AKA crumper )
on earth that he s forced to wear to school. His whole class is in a fundraising frenzy, led by fame-
crazy Rosie Taylor who is convinced that organising a charity fashion show is bound to win her
favour with the princess. And in a bid of fierce cruelty she has sponsored Roman to wear his
crumper ALL WEEK, even after Gamble tries to flush it down the toilet. When the jumper causes a
swan attack and a biker to swerve off the road, can Roman keep his whole life from unravelling? A
new side-splitting story in the Roman Garstang Disaster series.
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It is great and fantastic. Yes, it really is engage in, nevertheless an amazing and interesting literature. You can expect to like how the author write this pdf.
-- Rom a  Pr oha ska  MD-- Rom a  Pr oha ska  MD

Unquestionably, this is actually the very best work by any article writer. It usually does not price a lot of. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely
difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Aug ustine Pfa nner still--  Aug ustine Pfa nner still
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